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Recent Publications
Kazakhstan

                                                 

Родослоное Древо Мухтара Ауэзова (The Genealogical Tree of Mukhtar Auezov) by A. K. 
Muminov, in cooperation with A. Sh. Nurmanova and S. Sattarov. Indices by U. A. 
Utepbergenova. Edited by S. N. Abashin. Almaty: Zhibek Zholy, 2011. 304 pages.

     This study is based on a wide range of new sources which explore the role of qozhas as
spiritual authorities of Kazakh society. Qozhas were of great importance in the development
and dissemination of Islam in Kazakhstan, which in turn has had a large impact on Kazakh
national culture.

     The first notable characteristic of this book is its focus on the family and lineage of Mukhtar
Auezov. Socialization and cultural environment are major factors in the formation of any person.
Families, of course, play a significant role in socialization: the traditions, ideas, and experiences
of parents, siblings, and extended family members contribute greatly to the development of 
children.  Mukhtar Auezov was influenced by the strength of his family and lineage's persona-
lities.  We argue that in order to understand a great writer such as Mukhtar Auezov, it is not 
enough to appreciate his individual accomplishments, but to place him in his cultural milieu. 
Stories of one's lineage, told through genealogical documents, play a large role in Kazakh and 
qozha culture.  This work brings these genealogical documents to light and allows us to see 
Auezov's accomplishments in a new way: as a product of his unique genius as nurtured in a 
particular familial and cultural environment. 

     The second notable characteristic of this book is its fundamentally academic and historical
nature. This study is not a naïve artistic retelling of Auezov's life. This book is the result of 
years of research by a team of scholars, led by Ashirbek Muminov, an expert not only on the 
history of Kazakhstan, but on the history of Islam in Central Asia, including the culture and 
documentary history of qozhas, who play such an important role in Auezov's life. The author 
has already published a number of papers on this subject that are well-known in academia. 
This book presents these articles' findings to a wider audience. This work will also be useful 
to readers interested in the complex processes and history of the Islamization of Kazakhstan 
and Central Asia, the role of Islam in nomadic culture, and the interaction between different 
groups of Muslims in Central Asian history.

(Aftandil Erkinov, Российский Евгенический Союз, http://russianeugenics.blogspot.com/)

Note:

1.  Quoted from Рафат Əбдіғұлов, “Əуезов рухы мəңгiлiк,” (The Spirit of Auezov is Ever-
lasting), online article for The Writers’ Union of Kazakhstan, accessed October 20, 2012
 http://www.writers.kz/search/index.php?ID=2829.  Text translated from the original Kazakh 
by Alva Robinson. 
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Родослоное Древо Мухтара Ауэзова
A. K. Muminov

 

*Read the full article, “Ambassador’s Welcome,” Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12, p.3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com

 

Mukhtar Auezov (1897-
1961), pictured above, was
a leading playwright and
author best known for his
two volume set, The Path of
Abay. He is the subject of
A. K. Muminov’s latest
published work, 
Родослоное Древо 
Мухтара Ауэзова. (AR)

Dr. A. K. Muminov is the 
Deputy Head of the Insti-
tute of Oriental Studies at 
the Academy of Sciences of 
Kazakhstan, Almaty.  He is 
a recent Fulbright Fellow at 
Indiana University, Bloom-
ington. (AR) 

 

Mukhtar Auezov had a great influence across much of 
Central Asia. The Kyrgyz writer Chingiz Aitmatov was 
especially close to him, as we learn from the following 
quote:

“Chingiz Aimatov’s words, ‘Upon crossing over the 
threshold of foreign countries, I continue to recall 
Manas and Mukhtar Auezov,’ again proves that the 
literary life of Auezov that revolves around the memory, 
authority and reputation of our (Kazakh) nation is 
everlasting”.�
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Recent Publications
Kyrgyzstan

                                                 

Кыргыз Күүлөрү׃ Иликтөөлөр, ойлор, пикирлер, 1-2 китеп by Асан Кайбылда уулу. 
Бишкек: Борбордук Азия Университети, 2011. 848; 648 бет. 
(Kyrgyz Melodies: Analysis, Thoughts and Opinions. Volumes I and II by Asan Kaybïlda 
uulu. Bishkek: University of Central Asia, 2011. 848; 648 pages).

     This fundamental two-volume work written by the well-known Kyrgyz ethno-musicologist
and komuz player Asan Kaybïlda uulu presents findings from more than 20 years of his ethno-
graphic research on Kyrgyz komuz music.The books 
contain rich historical material on the Kyrgyz küü - 
instrumental music played primarily on the three-
stringed instrument, komuz - and includes a compre-
hensive study of all known and unknown, recorded 
and unrecorded Kyrgyz instrumental music by vari-
ous master komuz players. The volumes are supple-
mented by music CDs containing more than 100 ko-
muz melodies, with narratives on their histories by
the author. 

     For inquiries or to place your book orders, please 
contact: Aisulu Alymkulova publications@ucentral
asia.org Tel: + 996 312 910 822

(University of Central Asia Press)

     

Саякбай: Гений жөнүндө балада (очерк – эссе) by Каныбек Иманалиев. Бишкек:
Бийиктик, 2010. 296 бет.
(Sayakbay: A Ballad about the Genius (A Biographical  Essay) by Kanybek Imanaliev. 
Bishkek, Biyiktik, 2010. 296 pages).

     Бул китепте “ХХ кылымдын Гомери” аталган алп Манасчы Саякбай Каралаевдин
өмүрү, чыгармачылыгы, өзгөчө мүнөзү, залкар адамдар менен болгон мамилеси туура-
луу окуялар жана жалпы эле Манастын ыййк касиетине байланыштуу ойлор баяндалат.

     This book describes the life,  the literary output and unique personality of the alp Manasčï 
(heroic Manas reciter), recognized as the “Homer of the ХХ-th century”, Sayakbay Karalaev. 
The book also includes a narration of stories about his relationships with distinguished people 
and a description of thoughts revolving around the great qualities of Manas.�

Note: 

1. Summary located within book binding.  Text translated from the original Kyrgyz by 
Meerbek Kudaibergenov.   
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КЫРГЫЗ КҮҮЛӨРҮ׃ Иликтөөлөр, ойлор, пикирлер, 1-2 китеп
Асан Кайбылда уулу

Саякбай: Гений жөнүндө балада (очерк – эссе)
Каныбек Иманалиев

 

 

 
Cover of Kyrgyz Melodies: 
Analysis, Thoughts, and 
Opinions, Volumes I and II 
(above)

Imanaliev’s Саякбай: 
Генийй жөнүндө балада
(Sayakbay: A Ballad about
the Genius: A Biographical 
Essay), below, provides a 
detailed account about the 
life, works and special 
character of the famous 
Manasčï Sayakbay (1894-
1971) who is regarded as 
the Homer of the 20th 
century. (AR)

 

Asan Kaybïlda uulu (1929-2010) was 
a well-known ethno-musicologist and 
komuz player, possessing a rich 
knowledge of Kyrgyz traditional 
music, nomadic culture and oral 
traditions (University of Central Asia 
Press).
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Recent Publications
Turkmenistan

                                                 

Hekaýatlar ýygyndysy, II jilt  Muhammet Awfy. Pars dilinden terjime eden we çapa taýýarlan 
Dawut Orazsähedow. Aşgabat: Miras, 2005. 288 s.
(Selection of Stories, 2. Volume by Muhammet Awfy.  Translated from Persian and edited by 
Dawut Orazsahedov. Ashgabat: Miras, 2005. 288 pages). 

     Türkmenistanyň ilkinji we ömürlik Presidenti Beýik Saparmyrat Türkmenbaşynyň howan-
darlygynda çapa taýýarlanan Muahammet Awfynyň Hekaýatlar ýygyndysy ilkinji gezek oky-
jylara hödürlenýär. Gündogaryň meşhur taryhçysy, edebiýatçysy we syýahatçy alymy hök-
münde meşhurlyk gazanan Muhammet Awfynyň bu kitaby dürli meseleleri öz içine alýan bir-
näçe baplardan we bölümlerden ybarat uly göwrümli eserdir.

     Kitap dünyäniň döreyşi gadymy şalar, halypalar we ş.m. hakyndaky birnäçe kyssalary öz-
ünde jemleýän, beýan ediliş, şahyranalyk we gaýry alamatlary boýunça tapawutlanýan edebi-
taryhy çeşmedir. Kitapda ynsanyýetiň ýaşaýyş-durmuş, isleg-arzuw, tebigat, edep-terbiýe,
ahlak, söýgi hakdaky gözel oý-pikirleri, watançylyk, ynsanperwerlik, edermenlik, mertlik
kimin arzyly gylyk-häsiýetler dürli çeper çözgütlerde beýan edilýar.

    Beýik akyldaryň dünýä edebiýatynyň genji-hazynasyna giren bu ajaýyp eseri Angliýanyn
Britan kitaphanysynda saklanýan golýazma nusgasy esasynda pars dilinden türkmen diline
terjime edildi.

(B. Baýmyradow)

Gošgular Magtymguly. Aşgabat: Тürkmen döwlet neşirýat gullugy, 2008. 687 s.
(Poems by Magtymguly. Ashgabat: Turkmen Government Publishing House, 2008. 687 pages).    

     Magtymguly is regarded as the national poet, pride, and honor of the Turkmen people.
Since the 18th century, Magtymguly has come to live in the thoughts, heart, and mind of
every Turkmen. When someone mentions Turkmen, Magtymguly is immediately remembered,
and when we say Magtymguly, we innately recall the Turkmen.�

     The collection at hand is seen as an attempt to modernize the  gošgular (poetic songs) of 
Magtymguly for the twenty-first century reader. The book begins with a historical analysis of 
Magtymguly’s  life, influences, and impact on the Turkmen nation.

     The collection itself consists of nearly four hundred poetic songs and poems composed by 
the great Turkmen bagšï (bard). Words that once appeared in older compilations and that 
may have been viewed as anachronistic have been replaced for more contemporary lexicons. 
Footnotes with explanations for troublesome terms have been added for the convenience of 
the reader.  (AR)

Note:

1.  Excerpt from Kakajan Atayew’s preface to Gošgular by Magtymguly, p. 3.  Text trans-
lated from the original Turkmen by Alva Robinson. 
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Hekaýatlar Ýygyndysy
Muhammad Awfy

Gošgular
Magtymguly

 

 
Muhammet Awfy (1171-
1242) was a Central Asian
historian, literary figure,
traveler, and scholar of
Persian descent. Two of his
major works include Lubab
ul-Albab and Jawāmi
ul-Hikāyāt. (AR)

Magtymguly Pyragy (1733 -
1788) follows a long-line of
Sufi poets to have origi-
nated from Central Asia.
He is considered as the 
spiritual leader of the
Turkmens. (AR)

 

-
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Recent Publications
on Central/Inner Asia

                                                 

Igor Savitsky: Artist, Collector, Museum Founder by Marinika Babanazarova. London: Silk 
Road Media, 2011. 

     Silk Road Media and the Karakalpakstan State Museum of Art named after I.V. Savitsky are
pleased to announce the publication of "Igor Savitsky-Artist, Collector, Museum Founder" by
Marinika Babanazarova, Igor Savitsky's successor as Director of the Museum since his death
in 1984. Since the early 2000s, Igor Savitsky's life and accomplishments have earned increasing
international recognition. He and the museum he founded in Nukus, the capital of Karakalpakstan
in the far northwest of Uzbekistan, have also been the subject of numerous articles in the world's
most important newspapers and magazines, such as El Païs, Le Figaro, Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung, The Guardian, and the New York Times, of television programs in Australia, Germany,
and Japan, and, most recently, of two full length documentary films . Marinika Babanazarova's
memoir is based on her 1990 graduate dissertation at the Tashkent Theatre and Art Institute
(Department of Theory and History of Art). It draws upon correspondence, official records,
and other documents about the Savitsky family that have become available during the last
few years, as well as the recollections of a wide range of people who knew Igor Savitsky per-
sonally.  As she states in the foreword to this deeply moving and personal narrative . . "I hope
this memoir will serve not only as a multifaceted, broad-based portrait of a great man who was
my mentor, but also as a tribute to his legacy." The book's publication-in separate Russian and
English editions-was made possible with the support of several members of the Friends of Nukus
Museum, a non-governmental, voluntary organization registered in The Netherlands.

(Silk Road Media)

Steppe 9, Winter 2011-12, 112 pages.

     “It is with great pleasure that I introduce Steppe’s ”Kazakhstan Issue” to you. It is the first 
time Steppe has devoted an entire issue to one country, and we are proud that Kazakhstan was
chosen to lead this series.

     For centuries, Central Asia has attracted explorers and
travellers seeking a deeper understanding of its role in a
history defined by invasions and shifting empires. The
once-porous borders of this region have contributed to a
shared culture that is still evident today. More recently,
we have witnessed its evolution into a group of unique,
independent nations.” � 

Erlan Idrissov
Former Ambassador of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
to the US and Kazakhstan’s newly appointed Foreign 
Minister

Note: 

1.  Erlan Idrissov,  “Ambassador’s Welcome,”  Steppe Magazine,  Winter 2011-12, 3.
For more information, visit www.steppemagazine.com. 
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Igor Savitsky: Artist, Collector, Museum Founder
Marinika Babanazarova

Steppe Magazine, Winter 2011-12
Steppe Nine

 

Igor Savitsky: Artist,
Collector, Museum Founder,
is available in English, 
French and Russian via 
Discovery Bookshop, 
www.discovery-
bookshop.com (AR)

The Karakalpakstan State
Museum of Art named after
I.V. Savitsky is also known
as the Nukus Museum.
With over 85,000 exhibits, it
has become the world’s
second biggest holder of
Russian avant-garde art.
The museum also contains
over 70,000 items of
Karakalpak folk art,
including a yurt, the
traditional dwelling place of
the Karakalpaks. (AR)


